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Waiting for a Snow Job Since 1920

Volume 82, Number 18

February 27, 2003

sexua1 Assault:
What Every Student Should Know
Jennifer Meunier
Staff Writer

The Appomattox River last August during the drought
(top) and after recent rains and snow (bottom).

Hey! Slow Down!
New Speed Limit On Campus
Liz Richards
Ass/. Editor

On March 3, the speed limit on
campus will drop from 25 miles
per hour, to 15 miles per hour.
The decision was made last fall
after Charles Lowe, the Director
of Public Safety, and the Chief of
Police, presented his idea to the
administrators and SGA to
decrease the speed limit on campus.
The new speed limit was
approved, and plans were put into
action.
Lowe also had to get permission from the town of Farmville
since some of the roads that run
through campus are not property
of the university.
"Two major areas of concern
are Spruce St. (between Lancer
and the high-rises], and Madison
[along south Cunninghams]," said
Lowe, "there is a lot of pedestrian
traffic on those two streets, and

there's no sense in trying to put
another cross walk anywhere
because the students cross wherever they want to."
The three way stop at Pinest.
and and Madison has become a
cause for concern to Lowe.
"Stuednts driving through
campus won't stop, which is
another reason we are slowing the
speed limit," said Lowe.
According to Lowe, students
were calling the campus police
and complaining about the rate of
speed at which vehicles travel
through campus. They claimed
that the "drivers would fly
through campus, with complete
disregard for pedestrians."
"This [new speed limit] is all
about the safety of pedestrians,
we want to keep them protected,"
said I-owe.
Speeders will be ticketed by
campus police and fines will vary
according to how fast the vehicle
was traveling.

According to the US Department
of Justice, somewhere in the
United Stated a woman is sexually assaulted every 2 minutes.
Sexual assault is different than
rape. It is every other kind of
forced sexual violation aside from
forced sexual intercourse.
I-ongwood University defines
sexual assault as "the imposition
of non-consensual sexual conduct excluding rape.
"This includes, but is not limited to, oral copulation, penetration by a foreign object, or
caressing, fondling or touching a
person's genitalia, buttocks, or
breasts"
Consent is defined as "positive
cooperation in act or attitude; the
individual consenting must act
freely and voluntarily and have
knowledge of the nature of the
act. A current or previous dating
relationship or friendship is not
sufficient to constitute consent."
The University of Virginia's
policy adds, "The acts must be
committed by force, threat, surprise, or intimidation or taking

advantage of someone's helpless- interpret friendly actions as interness or inability to consent of est in sexual activity. When the
which the alleged perpetrator was perpetrator finds out that this was
aware or should have been not the victim's intent, they often
aware."
treat the assault as a misunderA person of any age, size, eth- standing and try to "clear it up."
nicity, sexual orientation, gender,
Typically, there are three stages
or religion can be sexually assault- in which a perpetrator "primes"
situations for an assault.
ed.
It is more common that sexual
Although these patterns may be
assaulters are men, however, normal behaviors for a person, it
women are assaulters as well; is important to understand the
97% of perpetrators are men.
strategies that researchers have
On college campuses, the most found to be typical of acquaincommon type of sexual miscon- tance assaulters.
Stage one is intrusion: the
duct is acquaintance sexual
assault.
assaulter tries to cross the victim's
There is often the misconcep- boundaries in ways such as sitting
tion that an assaulter will be or standing too close, and touchsomeone who jumps out from ing the victim in ways that makes
the bushes with a mask and knife him/her uncomfortable (ignoring
yet according to the Virginia the discomfort).
Sexual Assault Assistant training
The second stage is desensitizamanual, 80-84% of sexual assault tion: the intent is to wear down
survivors know their perpetra- the victim's defenses by getting
tors, in fact, it is hard to identify him/her "used to" sexual behavperpetrators of acquaintance ior and gradually pushing boundassault because they are most aries.
often people with whom we have
In this stage, the victim may
daily contact.
question their feelings and feel
Researchers found that male that he/she is over reacting.
acquaintance assaulters often
knowingly and unknowingly mis- See ASSAULT p. 4

Students Bring Citizen Leadership To WV
Jennifer Meunier
Staff Writer

This past weekend a group of
Longwood students and staff
members traveled to Fairmont
State College's 12th annual
Leadership Conference in West
Virginia.
They shared their diverse
experiences in relation to the
conference theme "Finding the

Leader Within," delivering a
presentation of six monologues
to the 80+ Fairmont students
and staff.
The same pieces were shared
at Longwood's annual Citizen
Leader Day in last September
with the addition of a new
monologue by director Ariana
Ortega.
Since September, the group
has presented for Prince

Edward
FBLA
students,
Longwood faculty and staff, and
now Fairmont State College.
Shortly after the presentation
on Citizen Leader Day, the Vice

See LEADERSHIP p.5
From left: Matt Garnett,
Amir Abbassy, Mike Smith,
V?
Michael
Belmear
(Fairmont), Jenn Meunier,
Ariana
Ortega,
Sarah
Schoper, and Dave Levy
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Dawn Kanehl
Editor-in-Chief

Drops:
-To the obvious delay of spring and the never-ending
winter weather
-To the lack of hot water in older houses that are now
apartments
-To being a senior and having 8:00 a.m. classes
-To people who bail on their organizations half-way
through the semester

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor:
You must have a 2.5 GPA to
qualify for membership into our
organization.
These words are usually the
determining factor for me when
filling out applications.
It is as though this campus
only wants you involved if you
are "smart."
Plus, since Stanley Park has
become based on academic
accomplishment, it seems as
though students are being discouraged from moving off campus too, unless they are of proper academic standings.
It is not that I disagree with
the idea that students should put
academics as top priority, I just
feel that students should not be
punished for valuing life knowledge over book smarts.
For instance, Ambassadors is
one organization that requires a
2.5 GPA. They give tours around
campus and although I understand it takes a great deal of
memorization and learning facts
about the campus, I doubt any
decent 2.0 student couldn't handle it.
However, not only do you get
to learn an incredible amount
about I-ongwood's history, heritage,
and
tradition,
Ambassadors get to talk and
share their love of Longwood to

so many people on a regular
basis.
That is not something you will
get out of Biology 101.
The most frequent response to
my complaints about the GPA
requirement is that organizations
take up time that could be better
spent towards your studies.
First semester of my freshmen
year, I was not involved in any
organizations and my GPA was
fairly close to what it is right now.
The only difference was that
because I was new to campus and
did not know very many people, I
was miserable.
It wasn't until I joined SEAL
that I started becoming more
involved on campus and took an
interest in leadership and in being
a citizen leader.
It is now one year later and I
have met some amazing people
and grown so much through my
expenences.
The knowledge that I have
gained through this organization
far exceeds the learning I have
received in the classroom.
Recently, I heard about nominations for citizen leader awards
and as I sat down to nominate
students that I have worked with
and admire as citizen leaders, I
was greeted with the phrase, "All
candidates must have a 2.5 cumulative grade, point, average and be,

in good standing with the
University."
My question again is what do
grades have to do with being a
citizen leader? I feel that leadership is about stepping out of
your comfort zone, learning who
you are and as you do, teaching
others what they are capable of
becoming.
Maybe I am a fool for buying
into Longwood's mission of creating citizen leaders but I strive to
achieve that title and although I
feel there are many others more
deserving of those awards than
myself, I would at least like to
know that my efforts are not
poindess because I received a C
in Calculus.
I am not saying that good
grades should not be rewarded
because as a less than average student, I admire anyone who has
the motivation and will to put
such a tremendous effort into
their studies.
However, academics and leadership are not related. The valedictorian of my senior class
dropped out of William & Mary
to work in an ice cream shop near
my house.... I wonder if he
could receive a citizen leader
award here at Longwood.
Lindsay Tuck
i
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He Said/Ske Said Debate: Allegations of Sexual Assault
He Said:
Patrick Howard
Gmsl Writer

Sexual assault has long been a
very real fear on college campuses across the United States.
It is a contributing factor to
such preventative measures as
going to parties in groups, not
letting drunken friends go home
with strangers, and so forth.
Allegations of sexual assault
came to Longwood University a
few weeks ago. Rumors and fact
have flown all over campus, by
word of mouth and e-mail.
Unfortunately, I had a more
intimate connection to the proceedings, as the man accused of
assault was a close friend of
mine.
This article will not be dealing
so much with his case as with
the injustices of Longwood and
society as a whole, but I will
touch on his situation for a second.
The evidence of the case was
OVERWHELMINGLY in his
favor, without a shadow of a
doubt.
I feel that the charges were
false. His particular case struck a
nerve with me, something that
has never sat well with me since
my orientation to this institution
four years ago.
This was a classic case of
man and woman together,
things happen, and the woman
decides later that this was something she shouldn't have done
This occurs every day, and
most women in this situation
chalk it up as a mistake and
move on.
They don't press sexual
assault charges. Here's why: The
definition of a sexual assault is
"Conduct of a sexual or indecent nature toward another person that is accompanied by
actual or threatened physical

force or that induces fear,
shame, or mental suffering."
(Dictionary.com.)
In other words, if the
action is consensual on the
part of the woman, it is both
unfair and a travesty of justice
for her to decide afterwards
that the man was threatening
her when she was going along
with and encouraging the
behavior.
So why has this sat poorly
with me for four years?
During my orientation, we
had to attend sexual assault
seminars about what did and
didn't
constitute
sexual
assaults.
During my orientation four
years ago, this situation was
particularly outlined and we
were all told it could be considered assault.
My question is why?
This gives women the
power to decide, well after
everything has occurred,
whether a man has assaulted
her, even if she was saying yes
the entire time.
That is a scary kind of
power, and there is absolutely
no justice in it.
All men on this campus
should be breathing a sigh of
relief that it is difficult to be
found responsible without
evidence.
Under the circumstances
that he was being charged, any
man on this campus who has
an angry ex-girlfriend could
be charged with sexual assault,
if the woman felt like getting
revenge, and in a "he-said shesaid" society, women get the
benefit of the doubt more
often than not.
The fact that Longwood's
policy has this hole in it is
shameful in itself.
Four to eight percent of' all

She Said:
sexual assault cases are falsified
charges.
(www.oneinfour.com/facts) This
number seems low, but keep in
mind that this means four to eight
percent of all men accused of
these crimes are having their lives
RUINED, their names blacklisted, especially if they're found
responsible.
And even if found not responsible, this doesn't stop the accuser
from destroying the man's reputation behind his back, which has
been occurring here on this campus.
I am by no means a misogynist,
and I am completely behind
women's rights and the protection
of them.
I am glad that this campus provides a safe atmosphere for the
women who attend; I wouldn't
have it any other way.
But it's about time that in situations such as this, men's rights
were protected as well.
She still walks the grounds of
this campus.
I was informed that it would
take a completely separate trial for
my friend to bring charges against
her, but because the initial casehad been so trying for all
involved, he was letting it go.
Longwood's
Honor Code
specifically states, "We will not lie,
cheat or steal, nor tolerate those
who do." In one action, this girl
has cheated my fnend out of his
reputation and stolen his dignity.
Why is a separate trial necessary? She no longer belongs at
this University. I believe she has
lost that privilege.
I can only hope our ruling bodies here at this campus see this as
well.
False accusations are an insult
to REAL victims of sexual
assault, and the pain they deal
with on a daily basis.

Anonymous
This school's disciplinary board
appalls me.
A close friend of mine was
sexually assaulted, and the
assaulter seems to have gotten
off without any kind of punishment or damage to his record.
I now have to walk around
this campus, seeing him flirt
with girls and bite my lip trying
not to run up to the girl, pull her
aside, and tell her what he did.
It frustrates me to no end that
out of all of the sexual assault
cases that have been brought to
the disciplinary board in the past
two semesters, all of them seem
to have ended up with a "no
fault" ruling.
To me, that's a big slap in the
face. As a survivor of numerous
abusive relationships, I would
like to state something that is
obvious to all of the people who
have not had to endure this
tragedy: that THIS is the reason
so many of these cases go
unnoticed. SHAME ON YOU
LONGWOOD!
There are so many organizations on this campus that
encourage women to step forward about being sexually
assaulted, or raped, and yet the
disciplinary board seems not to
have found any of the alleged
sexual assaulters guilty of this
crime?
SHAME ON YOU LONGWOOD! My friend has been
working almost nonstop trying
to change things on this campus.
I no longer call her a victim, but
a crusader.
If somebody on this campus'
disciplinary board finally sees
how traumatic this ruling can be
for just one person then maybe
there will be a change to the rulings.
But until there is a change, I

ask them to put themselves in
the shoes of an assault victim.
How would you like to have
somebody force his or her hand
on you?
How would you like to have
somebody force you to have sex
with him or her?
What would you do if the
victim were your son, daughter,
mother, father, cousin, or
fnend?
How horrible would you feel
when you try to bring the
assaulter to justice, and they get
off without a scratch to their
record?
How long will it be before
somebody to finally listen to
these cries for help, and they are
finally answered?
Do not get me wrong; I am
in no way out for revenge.
I only want the alleged
assaulter to get what he or she
deserves: public acknowledgement of what they have done,
so they are less likely to do it
again to another person.
Until somebody on this campus finally does something
about the disciplinary board, all
I can do is bite my lip, give the
person a hard stare, and clench
my fist.
Editors' note:
Due to the recent and numerous emails received on the
topic of sexual assault on
campus, The Rotunda decided to run a letter from each
point of view.
The Rotunda in no way
espouses either side; we are
simply trying to let the students' voices be heard.
We edited these letters so that
they do not contain any specific detail about particular
cases.
If anyone has any questions or
concerns about the Longwood
Disciplinary System, contact
fir, ,L.a,ura .Bayle,ss at x24l7.
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ashamed and guilty to a greater
extent than if it were a stranger.
Also, the survivor can feel vulThe third stage is isolation: after
successful intrusion of the victim, nerable and worried about the
the perpetrator tries to remove assailant telling mutual acquainthe victim from sources of safety tances.
and support and convince the vicAccording to the Virginia
tim or the victim's friends and Sexual Assault Manual, many
family, that no one will believe the people whom the survivor
victims story.
encounters will betray him/her These stages can occur in one even people that he/she assumes
interaction or over a period of would support him/her.
Friends may betray the surtime.
Many assaulters don't even vivor because of conflicting
know they are doing something friendships to both parties.
It is a fact that survivors of
wrong.
It is not uncommon, according acquaintance assault may experito studies, for assailants to say, "I ence more isolation than those of
never thought this would happen stranger assault.
to me," and/or believe that there
The survivors also feel conwas no victim of a sexual assault. fused because they may not
The perpetrator, however, is understand how to categorize
always the one responsible for their feelings or the incident since
his/her own actions.
the perpetrator was someone
It is extremely important for he/she knew, the force may have
people to be verbal about what been emotional and verbal
they do and do not want physical- instead of violently physical.
ly with another person, but it is
The survivor feels torn
also important to remember that, between wanting to warn others
as it is taught in "Listening to the about what happened and wantSilence" during the first week of ing to hide it from others' judglife at Longwood, "the absence of ments of him/her.
The survivor most often has a
'No' does not yield the presence
fear
of facing the assailant since
of "Yes.' "
Often after an acquaintance he/she could be someone that is
sexual assault, the survivor feels in the same workplace, class-

ASSAULT con't p.l

friends or you can make an
room, or living area.
Many people are afraid to appointment at the counseling
report
acquaintance
sexual center (x2409) or the student
assaults because of fears of health and wellness center
reprisal, worries that everyone (x2102).
You can call the Virginia
will find out, and concerns over
Sexual
Assault hotline number
the difficulty of prosecution.
Aditionally, people are afraid to 1.800.838.8238 or you can talk to
report incidents because they are your RA.
You can report the crime
afraid that no one will believe
them and that they will have to through campus police, or anony"prove" that the assault occurred. mously online (http://www.longAlthough RAs' suspect that a wood.edu/policeA. There are
large number of sexual assalts many avenues through which to
have occurred on campus since discuss the assault.
If you know someone who has
the 2001-2002 school year, only 5
cases have been officially report- been assaulted, the best thing to
ed and tned through the judicial do is listen.
If someone shares his/her
system.
According to administrators, assault situation with you it is an
though the verdicts were deter- act of trust during an extremely
mined after the cases, we are not vulnerable time, therefore it is
allowed to make them public important that you express how
much you believe him/her and
knowledge.
The New York Supreme Court help offer choices.
You can assist the person by
and FBI reported that, "false sexual assault charges are not fre- helping them understand their
quendy made; only about 2-6% options.
Never pressure anyone into a
of all assaults and related sex
charges are determined to be decision.
Some people want to weigh
false."
If you have been sexually options; some may want to report
assaulted: no matter how hard it
is for you, find a confidant. Tell a
fnend; wnte it down.
You can just talk about it with

A New Voice on Campus: CAA
Jenn Dize
Assl. PR Manager

The Community Advocacy
Alliance, better known as
CAA, is a relatively new
organization on campus, having been developed and
implemented only last year.
For now it is a small group
of committed students, but
with 20 current members and
10 in training, it is growing
rapidly.
A former Longwood student who had experienced
discrimination
developed
CAA as a way for others to
stand up for equality.
He modeled it after an
existing program at the
University of Miami, Ohio.
He wanted others to have
an established medium for
fighting discrimination, as
well as a safe place to report
it.
CAA's mission statement

reads:
"the
Community
Advocacy Alliance is committed to creating an alliance of
persons who seek to fundamentally change the environment for those who experience discrimination or prejudice."
CAA seeks to reduce discrimination, overt or subtle,
in all aspects of campus life
and also to be a voice for anyone who is scared to speak
out alone.
This encompasses people
of all races, ages, religions,
sexual orientations, and genders.
You may be wondering
exactly what CAA does.
Some of the events CAA is
sponsoring include presenting
a workshop at the Women's
and
Men's
Leadership
Conference this weekend, and
hosting an informal dialogue
the last Wednesday of every
month from 8-10 p.m. in the

Java Hut that is open to anyone wishing to listen to and
discuss a broad range of subjects.
They will also have a booth
at Spring Weekend.
Interested in joining or
want to know more? Visit the
website www.longwood.edu
/leadership/caa or contact
Sarah Schoper, Director of
Leadership and New Student
Programs.
You can also speak to any
member, easily identifiable by
the small square signs on their
doors that symbolize a safe
place to talk.
There are three required
training sessions, lasting two
hours each, and spread out
over three weeks.
If you are unhappy with
the way any group or individual is being treated, this is a
perfect opportunity to help
inspire change in our community.

February 27, 2003
right away, but others (most) may
not want to deal with situation
immediately or at all.
Even though you may want the
best for your friend, and might
recognize that reporting the crime
is important, it may not be in the
survivor's best interest at that
time.
Longwood's Sexual Assault site
fhttp: / /www.longwood.edu/healt
h/Sexual%20Assaultindex.htm^
includes definitions of assault,
numbers to call, how to make
reports, how to be of assistance if
someone shares his/her story
with you, and more.
On February 28 at 1 p.m. and
Saturday March 1 at 11 a.m., two
Longwood students will be presenting a workshop on Sexual
Assault for the Women's and
Men's Leadership Symposium in
the Student Union.
On Tuesday, March 5, Dr.
Thomas from Central Michigan
University will be presenting a
forum on sexual assault called
"Silent Crime - Confident
Criminal" at 8 p.m. in the
Ballroom of the Student Union.
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Second Simkins Lecture Planned
Press Rtltase

The second Simkins lecture of
this academic year will be on
Tuesday, March 4, at 7:30 p.m. in
Hiner 207.
The speaker will be Professor
Deborah Johnson from the
University of Virginia, and
her topic will be "Sorting out
the Uniqueness of Computer
Ethical Issues." There will be
a reception following her talk.
Deborah is an internationally recognized authority on
computer and information
technology ethics.
She is the author of the
book COMPUTER ETHICS,
which is now in its third edition and is the best selling
book in its field.
She is an excellent speaker

and a very pleasant, down-toearth person.
Her speech will give the
Longwood community a chance
to hear about the misuses and
abuses of computer technology
from a renowned authority.

SGA This Week
Jennifer Meunier
Staff Writer

This
week
the
Student
Government executive members
and senators were not present at
the meeting because they are representing Longwood at an SGA
conference in Texas.
Vice President Mike Smith led
the meeting and first on the agenda was the student handbook.
Smith announced that at the
first SGA meeting after spring
break on March 18, the senate
will begin with an open discussion with all students on concerns
and ideas for the student handbook.
Monica Sober announced that
the Junior class is working with
the High Street Diner to host an
event in order to raise money for
Up Til Dawn.
Sober also updated the senate
on the progress of The Gym.
In the next few days SGA representatives will be passing out
brief surveys that need to be finished by next week to determine
student interest in having student
activity fees raised so that a gym
in town could temporarily be the
main fitness facility at Longwood
until the new gym is finished.
These surveys can also -be
found and completed in the SGA
office.

There was discussion in the
senate about how some professors are not setting good examples for the 20 ft. smoking rule
and all were reminded that ever)'
student, faculty, and staff member has the right to kindly enforce
this policy!
Starting this week, there will be
a pink SGA suggestion box in the
dining hall for all to give their
ideas and express concerns.
Jean-Marie Weaver, Greek student representative announced
that Sigma Sigma Sigma is collecting soft drink can tabs to raise
money for a sister in need of
medical treatment; for every tab
collected, one cent will be donated.
If you are interested in more
details, please contact the SGA
office. Finally, it was announced
that the Women's and Men's
Leadership symposium is taking
place this Friday, February 28 and
Saturday, March 1.
It is not too late to sign up, and
all that are interested should visit
Director of Leadership and New
Student Programs, Sarah Schoper
on the second floor of the
Student Union.
The last SGA meeting before
spring break is Tuesday, March 4
at 3:45 p.m., and as always, all students, faculty, and staff are
encouraged to attend.
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group discussed issues on
the honor code, sexual
President of Student Affairs assault, September 11th, war,
at
Fairmont,
Michael racial discrimination, sexual
Belmear,
contact- orientation, and self-discoved Longwood's Director of ery.
Leadership Programs, Sarah
The monologues were
Schoper and invited the extremely well received from
Longwood group to present the Fairmont group.
the monologues at the
After the presentation,
Fairmont conference.
students shared a multitude
Vice President Belmear, of personal stories and how
who had recently spoken at the monologues inspired
Longwood's summer orien- them.
tation for entering freshmen,
One student commented
chose Longwood to speak "thank you for being willing
because, "I liked how it to stand up and speak out in
(Longwood) was a quaint order to make connections
place in the middle of with people."
nowhere and was impressed
Excited
by
how
by the whole atmosphere, the Longwood showed a new
people, and the community.
side to leadership, the
"I wanted you all to come Fairmont students stayed
because I wanted our stu- after the conference to talk
dents to get something out with the Longwood group in
of the conference."
order to learn ideas about
In their presentation for campus organizations, leadFairmount, the Longwood ership initiatives, and the

LEADERSHIP con't p.l

world.
One young woman shared
her thought that "awareness
is important and I've learned
so much from this experience."
The entire Longwood 'cast
and crew' agreed that the
opportunity to attend this
conference and educate
minds of another community
was amazing.
Presenter Amir Abbassy
noted how "people have such
stereotypes of the group we
were visiting, but they're not
different than any other students.
"I was impressed by their
willingness to learn and
inquire about such serious
issues," he said.
The students left with the
thanks from Belmear, "we're
so happy that you came to
challenge
our
students.
Thank you Longwood. You
touched my heart."

8afe Spring (Break Week
March 3-7, 2CC3
Make it Safe
Make it Different

Make it Fun
Make it Home

Monday. March 3 6-7:30pm in the AB rooms of the Lankford Student Union
Will you be traveling for Spring Break? As many of you will be, come hear this
informative talk by Chief Charles Ixwe and John Thompson of University Police on
how to be safe while traveling and how to have a safe and enjoyable Spring Break!
Tuesday. March 4 8:00pm in the Ballroom room of the Lankford Student Union
Come hear Dr. Stephen Thompson, a nationally recognized speaker from Central
Michigan University present Silent Crime - Confident Criminal. This lecture is about
sexual assault and how to keep you safe! This event is sponsored by Lancer
Productions!
Wednesday. March 5 6-7:30pm in the Amelia room of the Lankford Student
Union Thinking that you might want to get a tattoo or get a piercing while on Spnng
Break? If so then come hear Cathy Layne, Physician Assistant in the Student Health
and Wellness Center, speak on some of the dangers and how to keep yourself safe if
you do decide to go through with it!
Thursday. March 6 6-7:30pm in the AB rooms of the Lankford Student Union
Going out of the country for Spring Break? Planning on going out of the country
anytime? If you will be going out of the country for Spring Break or plan to anytime
then come hear Beth Poore-Bowman, Nurse Practitioner in the Student Health and
Wellness Center, speak on some safety tips that you need to know!
HAVE A SAFE AND ENJOYABLE SPRING BREAK
This week is co-sponsored by the Student Health and Wellness Center, SAFE, Lancer
Productions, Wellness Advocates, and the Residence Hall Association!

Calendar
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28
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Softball

Men's Golf

Men's Golf

vs. Lock Haven (PA.)
9 a.m.

@ Armstrong Atlantic (G.A.)

@ Armstrong Atlantic (G.A.)

Softball
Softball
vs. Shippensburg (P.A.)
11 — ...
11 a.m.

@ Hampden-Sydney
1:30 p.m.

vs. Pittsburgh-Johnstown
1 p.m.
r

@Erskine (S.C.)
12 p.m.
r

M
\*jj*

M>^g

Men's and
Women's Tennis
Women's Basketball
@

ML

Olive (N.C.)
2 p.m.

*-r
Men's Basketball
CVAC Tournament1st Round
7 p.m.

Baseball

vs. Virginia State
10 a.m.

Baseball
Men's Tennis

February 28- March 6, 2003

vs. Limestone (S.C.)
1 p.m.

Greek Night

Women's Basketball
CVAC Tournament'
1st Round
TBD

JLM

^6

High Street Diner

Men's Basketball
Baseball
@Erskine (S.C.)
3 p.m.

@ Mt. Olive (N.C.)
4 p.m.

LP Movie:
Emperors Club
Lankford ABC Room
7:30 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse
7Ae Qree% Organization
witA tAe most wmOers to
sAow up act a percentage
of tfic profits?
t / i i\

AW1i

V*4

Comedian
Alex House
Lankford Ballroom
10 p.m.

Baseball
©Southern Virginia
3 p.m.

Baptist Student Union
5:15 p.m. Dinner
6 p.m. Program

Senior Class
Meeting

Emmy Gay
Nappy Hair: Celebration
of Diversity
Charley's
9:30 p.m.

vs. Regis (Colo.)
4 p.m.

Silent Crime Confident Criminal

SGA Office
5:30 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom
8 p.m.

Audiovisual Club
Meeting

SGA Meeting

Rebekah White

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Java Hut
8 p.m.

Lancer Cafe
9 p.m.

Junior Class Meeting

Jubeus

SGA Office
7:30 p.m.

Lighthouse Cafe
9:30 p.m.
$3

Unity Alliance
Lankford A Room
9 p.m.
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Psy ckologij Corner: The Importance oiRoomma te Rela tionskips
Kassandta Shugars
Counseling Center Intern

Coming into college, one of the
biggest adjustments we have to
make is learning how to live with
a roommate.
Some of us have shared rooms
with siblings before, but even
then there were other places in
the house to go to when we wanted privacy.
REC of the Cunninghams,
Chris Cotner, points out that
most people coming into college
have never had to deal with a
roommate situation before.
They come with the expectation that they will continue to
enjoy the same amount of control over their private space as
they previously had.
When this does not happen
conflict usually arises, and unfortunately many young people are
unequipped with the skills needed
to resolve these issues.
Your relationship with your
roommate is an extremely important part of your college experience, and hopefully can be a positive expenence for both of you.
As with any relationship, communication is the key here!
Discuss things like sleeping
habits, class schedules, privacy
issues, and social habits with your
roommate.
By this time in the year most of
us arc familiar with our roommates' class schedule, sleeping
schedule, and social tendencies,

but that doesn't mean they don't
still cause occasional problems.
For example, your roommate
may know that you have an 8 a.m.
class in the morning, but still
moves noisily around the room
with the lights on after you have
gone to bed.
Respect
your
roommate by asking
before guests
come over, and
if your roommate needs to
study, take your
guests
elsewhere or hang
out in someone
else's
room.
Cotner stresses the importance
of continuing to communicate. If
an issue previously discussed
comes up again, discuss it again
and resolve the conflict immediately.
Some other issues that may
arise are issues of phone and
cable bills, taking messages, sharing, and cleaning habits.
I know from personal expen
ence that some roommates hate
dirrv- dishes! So please discuss
with your roommate how often
dishes should be done, the room
should be tidied, and the bathroom should be cleaned.
This issue also involves your
suitemates. Make a schedule
between the group of you of
who will clean the bathroom,

when, and stick to it.
Too often one person or one
room will be stuck doing all the
dirty work, and this will definitely
lead to tension. Be sure there is a
financial agreement with your
roommate if you do order any
cable movies or
make any outstanding phone
calls.
And
very
importantly,
take good messages!
Write
down
times,
dates,
who
called, and why.
Save the message on the
answering
machine for your roommate to
hear.
As far as sharing goes, never
assume that your roommate
won't mind you borrowing something of his/hers; always ask first!
This will prevent enormous
conflicts as well as show your
roommate that you respect them.
Try not to rely on your roommate to satisfy all of your social
needs; get out there and make
some other friends.
Study habits differ among people, and may differ significantly
among roommates.
For example, some people
study best in silence, others work
better with the television or radio
on.
Talk about these things with

ACAPULCO
CANCUN
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
FLORIDA

your roommate, and be respectful
of their needs. Take advantage of
roommate agreement forms.
Although they are typically filled
out at the beginning of the
semester, it is never too late to go
back and modify them!
Freshmen at Longwood are
required to fill out roommate,
contracts, and some upperclassmen choose to.
When a conflict does arise
between you and your roommate
the first thing you must do is talk
to your roommate about it. Your
RA and REC usually will not
interfere until you have made a
decent effort on your part to
resolve the matter.
If you feel you and your roommate need a mediator, go to your
RA. If your RA is unable to help
or you feel uncomfortable talking
to them, your REC is certainly
qualified to deal with the situation.

When a situation becomes
irreconcilable, relocation of one
of the roommates is an option.
Many times one of the roommates will volunteer to move.
If neither person wants to
move and it is decided by the REC
that the two simply should not live
together for the well-being of one
of the parties, an "administrative
move" will be set into action and
someone will have to move.
Corner's main bit of advice on
how to maintain positive roommate relationships is to "address
issues as they arise."
A roommate who is not afraid
to sit down and talk about things
immediately is the best roommate
to have. When issues sit unsolved
and ignored the tension and anger
only builds.
Cotner also stresses the impor
tance of respect; respect your
roommate's needs, their wishes,
their space, and their things.

The Office of Multicultural Affairs and
the Women's Studies Program
Present
The Women's History Month Symposium
with

Delegate Viola Baskerville,
71st House District
speaking on

"Leadership, Power, and Influence:
Women and the Political Process"
March 6, 2.003
Wygal Audltorlu^A. @ J--.30 p m..
A reception will follow Itt the Haqar Rxom.

SAVE UP TO $100 PER PERSON!
TRAVU
URY1CES

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com

Co-sponsors:
The Office of Leadership Programs and the
Multicultural Advisory Committee
For information please call the Office
of Multicultural Affairs @ 434 395-2395 or
email lcalhoun@longwood.edu

Style
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CD Review: A Rush of Blood to the Head Ellllllie GaU'. Loud and PrOud
Kim UnderhiU
Staff Wnttr
A Rush of Blood to the Head
released on August 28, 2002 is
the follow up to Coldplay's
first album Parachutes.
It is filled with romantic
melodies, heart filled love
songs such as "The Scientist,"
and political messages.
The first track "Pohtik" is
about lead singer's Chris
Martins feeling on American
and British politics.
It tells people to "open up
your eyes" and pay attention to
what is going on around you.
Although their lyrics such as
"you come back to haunt me
and I realized/ that you were
an island and I passed you
by...the truth is I miss you,"
are simple. They give the listener an idea of what Martin is
feeling on the inside.
Junior Steve Downs says,
"When I listen to their lyrics it
is almost like they can see
inside my mind."
It is not everyday a listener
can hear a song that relates so

clearly to what that other person is expressing.
Thanks to the Spider Man
soundtrack their song, "In My
Place" is getting a ton of airplay, which has helped A Rush
of Blood to the Head sell more
units then Parachutes.
If you are one of those people who enjoys listening to a
little background music while
studying then this is an excellent bet for you.
Freshmen Brad Wilson
loves to listen to them while
working "they really mellow
me out after a stressful day
and get me ready to sit down
and work."
This is an excellent CD
filled with so many different
sounds.
From melancholy to in
love, this group has so many
different sides.
Anyone can relate to Chris
Martin's lyrics.
If you are interested in
music with an intellectual side
check out Coldplay's A Rush of
Blood to the Head in stores now.

PARTICIPATE IN A WORLDWIDE EVENT!

;

- -Jiir-UB

■:

:

MfmnWm
03/03/03 A THEATRICAL ACT OF DISSENT
WWW.IYSISTKATAPR0IECT.C0H

CONSIDERING THE COSTS OF WAR

A PUBLIC READING AND DISCUSSIO N
OF THE GREEK PLAY
LYSISTRATA

MC )NDAY, MARCH 3, 2003 AT 7:00 P ,M.
LANKFORD BALLROOM
THI EVENT SHOULD LAST APPROXIMATELY 90 MINU res.
IN LTSISTRATA

THE CENTRAL CHARACTER PROPOSES TO HER F ELLOW

WOMEN

OF GREECE TH VT THEY WITHHOLD SEX FROM THEIR HUSBANDS UNTIL THE
DISASTROUS W ARS BETWEEN SPARTA AND ATHENS ARE ENDEC . THE PLAY
THUS PROVOKE S CONSIDERATION OF THE COSTS OF WAR AND T HE ROLE OF
GENDER IN SOC IAL ORGANIZATION. SIMILAR READINGS WILL OC CUR ACROSS
THE NATION AN D OVERSEAS ON THE SAME DATE. SO FAR, MORI THAN 650
READINGS ARE SCHEDULED IN NEARLY 40 COUNTRIES. ALL 50 STATES ARE
INCLUDED. IF TOU ARE INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING TO REAI ) PART OF THE
PLAT, CONTAC1 r DR. MARTHA COOK AT MCOOK@LONGWOOD.EO U.

Sponsored by D r Mike Lund and Dr Martha Cook. Department of English Philosophy, and
Modem Langu ages, and Dr Larl&sa Smith, Department of Hislory and Po heal Science al
Longwood University

Danielle Pezold
Community Liason

description of her sexual awakening. "I didn't lose my virginity. I traded it. In the free market, an exchange of goods. A
lot of girls said they lost their
virginity, but they never went
back to find it. If I lost something precious to me, I'd go
looking for it.
Excuse me, did I leave my
virginity in the back seat of
your car? I didn't lose my virginity, I traded it, for being
grown." She explores questions
applicable to all of us, "I never
knew who I would be, God
gave me life and left the rest up
to me."
It is a sad and haunting conEmmie Gay
clusion she comes to, "When
Nappy Roots: A
Celebration of Diversity
the smoke cleared, and the revolution was done, we had not
won." But her humor shines
ing to Sir Thomas Lipton?"
She also discusses everyday through to the last, "How
prejudice, "They thought the many pissed off black women
problem was at home. I knew does it take to screw in a light
the problem was the Capitalist bulb? You'd ask a pissed off
Imperialist System. Now I black woman to screw in a light
don't know what that means, bulb????"
Emmie Gay is appearing at
or how to spell it. But that's
what my brother says and it Charley's Waterfront Cafe Friday
night at 9:30 p.m. as part of the
sounds REAL good."
She finishes up with a Women's and Men's Leadership
Symposium.

an attempt to show where she
thinks things went wrong.
"We spent one day studying
the Holocaust, two days studying slavery and three months
on the Boston Tea Party. Is
this Amencan History accord-

"Why are New Yorkers so
depressed? Because the light at
the end of the tunnel is New
Jersey!"
And so begins Emmie Gay's
funny and intimate look at a
coming of age tale comprised
of civil rights activism. The
events she touches on are
familiar, what makes this look
at an American childhood
unique is simply how she
chooses to tell her story.
A native New Yorker,
Emmie attempted stand-up
comedy before realizing that
she could pool all of her talents, which include humor,
poetry and song into a onewoman look at the last thirty
years.
Emmie begins by telling
jokes mixed with local references in an attempt to soften
the crowd and then swiftly
moves into her first verses,
"This was the first time, I could
remember, that I was all alone.
And I had to figure out, how to
be grown."
She discusses the day Martin
Luther
King
died
An Invitation.
through the eyes of her
hair
dresser,
"And
Diana Ross smilin', with
2003 Women's and Men's Leadership Symposium
Miss Jo Ella cryin,'" the
Longwood University and Hampden Sydney College
shift to the Black Power
movement, and her
Theme: Leadership, Not Who You Are But What You Can Be
involvement with the
Symposium Dates: February 28-March 1
Black Panthers chanting
. Participate in 3 workshops and either the Comedian or Speaker to
"Time to stop singing
Earn a Certificate of Gender Awareness
. Workshop Topics Include: Sex: What's Your Position?; Your Past
and start swinging!"
is Not Your Future; Let's Give Them Something to Talk About;
She echoes the shiftLooking Out, Looking In: Being at Peace with Yourself; Team
ing tide of beat poetry
Membership: Apart or A Part; and many more!
with, "We weren't niggers, we weren't African
Featured Events:
Americans yet, but we
Friday, February 28. 2003.9:30 p.m.. Charley's Waterfront Cafe
weren't
coloreds,
Comedian Emmy Gay, comedian, poet and storyteller.
Negroes or niggards
Nappy Hair: A Celebration of Diversity, Emmy uses her real life to
anymore either. We
help audiences see beyond stereo types.. Through wit, humor and
were blacker than black,
irony Ms. Gay exposes the impact of race and gender while not
blue black, back to
blaming or accusing.
back, out loud, You
Saturday March 1.2003.1:00 PM. Crawlty's Forum. Hampdm Sydney Collett
Speaker Angela Segal
Had to Be Proud."
Angela Segal keeps it real. She's BET's dating expert, and has been
Her rhythmic storythe host of her own syndicated television show as well as a guest
telling gains momenon Dateline, also appearing on the FOX network
tum as the movement
does, and then slows to
reflect shifting political
sentiments. She goes
back to describe 5th
grade social studies in

Open to all Longwood University & Hampden Sydney Students!
Registration forms available at all Residence Hall front desks,
Lankford 216, & www.longvvood.edu/leadershipforograms.html
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Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fek 18)
Feeling saucy? Explore your culinary creativity. Easy Mac is so last semester.
Pisces (Fekl9-Mar. 20)
Happy Birthday, fishy friends. Rumor has it that this week s flood is in your honor. Squeeze on those water wings and hit the pond. After all,
there are plenty of fish in the sea.
Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Spring break is upon us. Better start doing the leg-work to make sure that sexy someone lands upon you!
Taurus (April 20-Mau 20)
Dull in a china shop, or what? Relax. It only seems like you're breaking everything you touch. Be careful though, your heart may be the next
thing to be broken.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Ahhh, what to do with sexy gemini twins.-isn't it about time for Cosmo's Kama Sutra issue again? Oh the possibilities.
Cancer(June21-July22)
Ever wonder why your sign bears the name of a life threatening illness? No worries, there's no immediate danger. Just a reminder that even in
the wake of midterms, you don t really have it so bad. Live it up!
Leo(July23-Aug.22)
Roar on, my friend! These catty days of winter have to be about up. Make your noise before those prissy lambs get too comfy on your turf.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
While arguing the nutritional value of beer may or may not be a worthy thesis topic, at least you're research assures you a spring break to
remember...even if your friends have to remember it for you. Party on, young scholar.
Libra (Sep. 23-Oct 22)
Do the words SPF 50 mean anything to you? Sure, the sun kissed look is nice, but when your face starts falling off like Jacko's it's time to put
your clothes back on.
Scorpio (Oct 23.-Nov. 21)
That tail of yours isn t the only thing doing the stinging. Keep your eyes open this week or you just might get stung yourself.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
Alright kiddo, it s about time you get your act together. Your parents pay money for this education, the least you could do is show up to a cl ass!
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
Good news, Cappy! You re the next contestant on The Price is RighilOome on down.while you re down there, could you tie my shoes?

Sports
Baseball: 0-3,0-3 CVAC
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Sports Information

Longwood University dropped its
opening three conference games
at Mount Olive (N.C.) February
22-23 by scores of 5-11,2-19, and
5-6.
The Lancers are now 0-3 overall, 0-3 in the CVAC, and scheduled to play another three-game
league series on the road at
Erskine College in South Carolina
this weekend, February 28-March
1.
At Mount Olive in game one
(5-11), Longwood fell behind 7-0
through five innings and could
not recover despite scoring five
runs over the final four innings.
Senior
Adrian
'Watkins/
Woodbridge was the only Lancer
with a multiple-hit game, going 33 with a double and an RBI along
with a stolen base to lead the
attack.
Sophomore
Robert

GUlis/Nova Scotia, Canada finished 1-3 a double and an RBI
too.
Senior Jason Hunsecker/
Yorktown (0-1) took the mound
loss, allowing three hits and three
earned runs with five walks in
only 1.1 inning. Junior Evan
Weinstein/Toronto,
Canada
pitched 6.0 innings of middle
relief, allowing eight hits and
three earned runs with three
strikeouts.
In game two (2-19), the
Lancers got a solo home run
from Gillis (1-3) in the sixth
inning. Watkins was 1-2 with
another steal. Senior Patrick
Richardson/Richmond (0-1) took
the mound loss, yielding 13 hits
and 13 earned runs with five
strikeouts in 3.2 innings.
In game three (5-6), the host
Trojans scored the game-winning
run in the bottom of the ninth

inning on a two-out wild pitch.
Sophomore
Brett
Mooney/
Virginia Beach was 2-3 at the plate
with two RBI, while junior Louis
Shackelford/Newport News finished 1-3 with a double and two
RBI.
Sophomore
Guillermo
Gonzalez/Hampton (0-1) took
the mound loss in relief, allowing
four hits and one earned run with
two strikeouts in 3.1 innings.
Freshman
Brett Mangigian/
Midlothian had pitched the first
5.1 innings on the mound, allowing just two hits and three earned
runs with two strikeouts.
Following the series at Erskine,
Longwood will return home for
its home opener March 2, hosting
Pittsburgh-Johnstown (Pa.) for a
non-conference
doubleheader
beginning at 1 p.m. at Lancer
Stadium. The Lancers will play at
Southern Virginia March 4.

Women s Golf Takes Fourtk Place at
Detnune-Cookman Spring Invitational
by
freshman
Stephanie
Hicks/Bumpass with an 81-76157 to tie for third-place among
Longwood University shot a 46 golfers. Hicks was followed by
two-day total of 335-318-653 to sophomores Tiffany Woodyer/
finish in fourth-place among North Devon, England (84-75eight teams at the Bethune- 159),
Amanda
Diamond/
Cookman Spring Invitational Leesburg (81-79-160), and Tucker
February 22-23 in Daytona McCarthy/Richmond
(89-95Beach, Fla. to open the spring 184), along with junior Mary
season.
Millage/Ennismore,
Ontario
NCAA Division I Bethune- (102-88-190).
Cookman (Fla.) won the event
Senior
Korin
Bennett/
with its 315-307-622 at the par- Randolph (96-96-192) competed
72, 5913-yard layout at the as an individual at the tournaIndigo Lakes Country Club.
ment.
The Lancers will next compete
Following the East Carolina
at the Division I East Carolina competition, Longwood will play
Intercollegiate in Greensville, in a tournament hosted by
N.C. March 7-9.
Division I Winthrop University in
In Florida, Longwood was led Rock Hill, S.C. March 14-16.
Ola Stokes

Sports Information Intern

Softball: 2-0,0-0 CVAC
Ola Stokes

Coach Leeder Wins 100th Victory
Sports Information

Longwood University took a 6957 men's college basketball victory past CVAC member Coker
College Tuesday night in Lancer
Hall, giving Coach Mike Leeder
100 collegiate coaching victories.
The Lancers held the lead over
the final 36:07 of the contest while improving to 1412 overall, 11-8 in the
CVAC.
The visiting Cobras
dropped to 5-18 overall, 315
in
the
CVAC.
Longwood will play its final
regular-season game this
Saturday, March 1, at
Mount Olive College in
North Carolina at 4 p.m. —
a game scheduled for
broadcast on campus radio
station WMLU, 91.3 FM
and TEAMLINE.
Against Coker, Longwood
used a 9-0 run early in the game
to erase its only deficit (2-3,
17:08) to lead 11-3 at the 14:16
mark of the first half on a threepoint play from senior John
Parker/Pasadena, Calif..
The Cobras closed to within
20-19 with 3:04 left in the half
before the Lancers extended the

lead to 29-24 at the intermission.
Coker pulled within 29-27 early in
the second half at 18:50 before
another LU run, this time a 32-14
explosion, gave the hosts control
at 61-41 and 7:51 left to play.
Longwood led by as many as 21
points late in the game before the
guests narrowed the final margin

over the final 5:41 as Coach
Leeder emptied his bench down
the stretch on Senior Night.
Junior Ryan Earl/Tustin, Calif,
led Longwood with a game-high
17 points, including 13 points
during the decisive run in the second half, adding six assists and
five steals.
Parker finished with 16 points

and a game-high eight rebounds,
adding three steals.
Junior Charles Stephens/
Danville contributed 14 points off
the bench and sophomore Nick
Payne/Albury, Australia had 11
points. Longwood shot 40% (2152) from the field, including 4-16
three-point field goals, and 79%
(23-29) at the free throw line. The
Lancers also had a 35-23 edge
in rebounding.
Coker shot 48% (20-42)
from the field, including 6-20
three-pointers, and 61% (1118) at the line.
The Cobras were led by
Derrall Beason with 17
points and Derrick Hilton
with 15 points.
Following the Mount Olive
game, Longwood will return
home to Lancer Hall to host a
first-round
CVAC
Tournament
game
on
Monday, March 3, at 7 p.m. opponent to be determined.
All remaining men's basketball
games are scheduled for broadcast
on campus radio station WMLU,
91.3 FM and TEAMLINE.
The conference tournament
semifinals and championship will
be played at Pfeiffer University in
Misenheimer, North Carolina
March 7-8.

Sports Information Intern

Longwood University did not
play any games last week as a
scheduled tournament hosted
by Kennesaw State (Ga.)
University February 21-22
was canceled due to inclement
weather.
The Lancers remain 2-0
overall, 0-0 in the CVAC, and
are scheduled to host the
Longwood Lead-Off Classic
March 1 -2 at Lancer Field.
LU will play Lock Haven
(Pa.) and Shippensburg (Pa.)
March
1
before
facing
Virginia State March 2 (along
with another game on March

Following
the
Classic,
Longwood will travel to Hawaii
for spring break games March
9-14.

2)-

Men's Tennis: 3-1,3-1 CVAC
Sports Information

Longwood University split a pair
of conference matches in South
Carolina last weekend, defeating
Erskine College 6-3 February 22
before falling to Anderson
College 0-9 February 23.
The Lancers are now 3-1
overall, 1-1 in the CVAC, and
scheduled to play at Lynchburg
College February 26.
At Erskine, the Lancers won
five singles matches and one
doubles contest. Gaining wins in
singles were seniors paul

Petersen/Blacksburg at #2 (7-6,
6-7,
10-8)
and
Chip
Howard/Williamstown, N.J. at
#3 (7-6, 6-2), sophomore Chris
Newman/Chesapeake at #4 (6-1,
6-3),
freshman
Ian
Young/Bowie, Md. at #5 (6-2, 62), along with senior Matt
Graham/Chesapeake at #6 (6-3,
6-0).
In doubles, Newman and
Graham won at #3 (8-3).
Following the Lynchburg contest,
Longwood will host Limestone
(S.C.) March 2 and Barton (N.C.)

March 4.
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Meet Your Longwood Lancers
Kristina Loerch
Asst. Sports Editor

Kristina Loerch
Asst. Sports Editor

Name: Jennifer Potts
Nicknames: Potts
Hometown: Purcellville, YA
Sport: Softball
Position: Pitcher
Year: Senior
Major/Minor: Biology with teaching certification for high school
Organizations
Involved In:
Omicron Delta Kappa, Beta Beta
Beta
Other Sports Interested In:
Volleyball
Favorite Movie: White Christmas
Favorite TV Shows:
Trading
Spaces , Boston Public
Favorite Band/Music Performer:
Anything from a fast beat like hip
hop to more chill country music
What do you like to do in your
free time: Shopping and making
Stained Glass
Other Sports Interested In:
Volleyball
Someone who has been a role
model to you: Dennis and Pam
Potts (parents)
A favorite inspirational quote:
"People arc like stained glass windows. They sparkle and shine when
the sun is out, but when darkness

Name: Adrian Watkins
Nicknames: A-Wat
Hometown:
Woodbndge,
Virginia
Sport: Baseball
Position: 1st Base
Year: Red-Shirt Senior
Major/Minor:
Business
Administration w/ concentration
in Management
Other Sports Interested In:
Racing, Cheerleading, and Football
Favorite Movies: Angel Eyes and
A Walk to Remember
Favorite TV Shows: Fast Lane
and NYPD Blue
Favorite
Band/Music
Performer: Tim McGraw and
Kenny Chesney
What do you like to do in your
free time: I like to hang out with
and cook dinner for my girlfriend

sets in, their true beauty is
revealed only if there is a light
from within."
Favorite Sports
Moment:
Winning the CVAC conference
championship last year. We were
playing a team that the rest of the
conference was not too fond of
so we had the other teams and
coaches on our side cheering us
on and supporting us. It was
great because it is not too often
that you have a crowd that size at
a softball game and it was a complete adrenaline rush to have the
entire conference on our side.
Next
Game:
Home
Tournament March 1st and 2nd

Women's Basketball Ranked #25 in NCAA Division II Poll
Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern

Longwood University won its
women's collegiate basketball
game Tuesday night, defeating
CVAC opponent Coker (S.C.) 6646 in Lancer Hall.
The Lancers, ranked #25 in
this week's Division II Poll, are
now 22-4 overall, 16-3 in the
CVAC, and scheduled to travel to
North Carolina on Saturday,
March 1, to face league opponent
Mount Olive to close the regular
season.
Against Coker, Longwood
went on a 13-2 run to lead 13-3 at
the 10:51 mark.
Once taking the lead, the
Lancers were determined not to
look back, and were up 25-18 at
halftime.
In the second half, Longwood

continued to triumph past the
Cobras by going on a 22-8 run
(66-46) late in the game.
The Lancers are undefeated at
home this year with 13 wins.
Senior
Angel
Johnson/Charlottesville, sophomores Marita Meldere/Rujiena,
Latvia
and
Monica
Mason/Virginia Beach, along
with
freshman
Melissa
Nafzger/Lewis Center, Ohio led
Longwood in scoring.
Johnson had a game-high 17
points, while Meldere recorded a
double-double of 16 points and
10 rebounds.
Mason posted 13 points, while
Nafzger added 10 points.
Longwood finished shooting
32% from the field, 33% from
the three-point line, and 72%
from the free throw line.

Coker was led by Shamac
Hemmingway with 13 points, and
Leanne Chandler with 11 points.
The Cobras finished shooting
37% from the field, and 62%
from the free throw line.
Longwood is ranked sixth in
rebound margin, seventh in scoring offense, 10th in scoring margin, tied 20th in win-lost percentage, and 28th in free-throw percentage nationally this week.
Following the Mount Olive
game, the Lancers will host a
CVAC Tournament quarterfinal
game in Lancer Hall next
Wednesday, March 5, at 7 p.m. the opponent will be determined
this weekend.
The CVAC Tournament semifinals and championship will be
played March 7-8 at Pfeiffer
University in Misenheimer, North
Carolina.

and play Frisbee with my puppy
(Jake).
Someone who has been a role
model to you: My girlfriends'
father (Rick), he has shown me the
path to a great future
A favorite inspirational quote:
"Having the capacity to love is not
the same as having the
ability to love."
Favorite Sports Moment (personal): Playing on the National
Junior Olympic team and beating
the Chinese Typae to advance to
the medal rounds. That year we
finished in the top ten in the world.
Next Game: This weekend at
Erskine College in South Carolina

womens Llennis 24
Sports Information

I-ongwood University split a pair
of conference matches in South
Carolina last weekend, defeating
Anderson College 9-0 February
23 after falling to Erskine College
6-3 February 22.
The Lancers are now 2-1 overall, 2-1 in the CVAC, and scheduled to play again March 2, hosting
conference
member
Limestone (S.C) at the Lancer
Courts.
At Anderson, the Lancers
swept all six singles matches and
all three doubles contests.
Gaining wins in singles were juniors Danielle Hess/Bel Air, Md.
at #1
(6-2, 6-1), Loren
Robertson/Fairfax at #2 (6-0, 60), and Cecilia Robinson/

Lynchburg at #3 (6-3, 6-1), freshman Jessica Farr/Williamsburg at
#4 (6-1, 6-3), junior Amber
Miller/Virginia Beach at #5 (6-3,
3-6, 6-2), along with sophomore
Catherine Melvin/Newport News
at #6 (7-5, 4-6, 6-1).
In
doubles,
Hess
and
Robertson won at #1 (8-2), as did
Robinson and Farr at #2 (8-6),
along with Miller and senior Laura
Whitehurst/Chesapeake at #3 (85).
At Erskine, the Lancers won
two singles matches and one doubles contest. Gaining wins in singles were Hess at #1 (6-3, 1-6, 75) and Farr at #4 (7-5,3-6,6-2). In
doubles, Hess and Robertson won
at #1 (8-6).
Following the Limestone contest, Longwood will host Barton
(N.C.) March 4.

wi&is® && zluiyjhim S&§£
Sunchase at Longwood and WFLO presents the first annual
"Where's the Bee" Contest!
Till DATE: Tuesday, March 4 , 2003

THE TIME: 2:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.
MAN: Every hour at QUARTER after, WFLO (QW) will announce
where the Sunchase Bee is HIDING and the secret slogan! Be one of the
first to locate the Bee and repeat the secret slogan and win lots of prizes!!!!!
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IN THE MEANTIME: Visit our leasing office for Chips, Subs, and Soda's!!!!

At sunck&s,t
you. don't have to wait
until graduation to tnjoy
the good things in Life!
104 A North Main
Street

392-7440
sunchase-longwood.com
EQUAI MpUfilNp
OPPORTUNITY

